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ABSTRACT 

The frequency-tim aharacterietias of the  T phone are studied in 
an effort to isolate  the properties of the abyssal T-phase generating 
meohanism.    Early arrivalSj  or forerunners,  are found to have the proper- 
ties of an abyssally generated T phase.    Abyssal T-phase generation is 
found not to be confined to regions of high latitude where the so far channel 
is bounded by the ocean surface,  hut to also occur where the sofar channel 
is bounded by a surface ahannnl, as in the equatorial latitudes.    Corrections 
are applied to the observed spectrums to find the frequency characteristics 
of the abyssal and slope mechanisms.    At low frequencies,  the slope mechanism 
is formd to be a more efficient generating mechanism than the abyssal 
mechanism,   the  two being nearly equal in efficiency at high frequencies. 
Several possible mechanisms for abyssal generation are discussed,  with the 
conclusicn  that no satisfactory model for ai'yssal generation has yet been 
proposed. 
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INTROÜUCTIÜN 

Johnson et_ al.   (1968)   found that abyssally generated T phases   (T phases 
generated in deep water)  could be  distinguished from slope-generated T^ 
phases by  their  frequency  characteristics.     New data suggest  that  forerunners, 
i.e.,   low-level  signals  arriving before  some  slope T phases,  may be  abyssally 
generated.     Also,   abyssally  generated T phases with sources  in equatorial 
latitudes    have  been  identified—although  their frequency spectrums  differ 
from those of abyssal T phases  from the Aleutian  region. 

In  this  paper a study  is made  of  the   frequency-time  characteristics 
of  the  T^ phase  in  an  attempt   to shed some  light  on  the  abyssal  generation 
mechanism. 

BACKGROUND 

The earthquake T phase was  first noticed by D.   Llnehan on a short- 
p€ rlod seismograph  record  (Linehan,   1940).     The name,   T^ for Tertiary,  was 
used because  the  phase   followed the primary  and secondary waves on many 
earthquake seismograms;   more specifically,   tho T phase was   found on  those 
records where  a large portion of the travel path was oceanic.    Early dis- 
cussions  concerning the  generation and propagation of the X phase were 
confused due  to  the  large variations  in apparent velocity  (1.5  to 2.2 km/sec). 
Tolstoy  and Ewing  (1950)   found  that when  corrections were made  for  the  ground 
path  from the  earthquake hypocenter to the  ocean basin and from the ocean 
basin to  the seismometer,   the velocity was  close  to  that of the velocity 
of sound in sea water.     They suggested  that  the  T phase is  generated  at the 
continental margins where  the P wave enters  the water as  a sound wave and 
becomes  trapped  in  the  ocean sofar channel.     Monitoring of sofar  channel 
hydrophones  confirmed  this  theory.     In  a  later paper  (1951),  Ewing and 
Press  reported   that  velocities  closer to the  velocity of  sound in  the  sofar 
channel were  obtained if  the  arrival  time  of  the most  intense point  of the 
phase was  used  in  velocity  calculation  rather  than  that of  the   first 
arrival. 

Early  low-level arrivals having apparent velocities  greater  than  the 
velocity of  sound in the  ocean are  often noticed on hydrophone  records of 
T phases  generated by  large-magnitude earthquakes.     Dispersive properties of 
sofar propagation   (Johnson,   1963;  Northrop,   1962),   travel paths  through  the 
upper sediment  layers   (Burke-Gaf fney,   195A;   Leet et^ _al.,   1951),   and body 
waves  entering the sofar channel  from seamounts   (Johnson,  1963)  have been 
suggested as  possible  explanations  for  low-level  forerunners.     A suggestion 
was made by Johnson et al.   (1968)   that a possible connection between  forerunners 
and abyssal T phases  should be studied. 

More  than  20,000 JT-phase source  locations were  computed  from Dee€mber 
1964  through July  1967  from iata obtained  from seven hydrophone  stations In 
the North Pacific.     The  majority of these  locations  are near points where 
the sloping ocean bottom crosses  the  sofar  channel  axis.     Johnson et  al. 
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(1964)  noted  that "T phases  from earthquakes with hypocenters under deep 
water were typically weak or not  received."    In a study of aftershocks of 
the  February 4,   1965 Rat Island earthquakes,  Johnson and Morris  (1968) 
found that aftershocks with epicenters at  and seaward of the Aleutian 
Trench generated weak T phases with source  locations  corresponding to the 
earthquake's epicenter.     They   recognized  that  downslope propagation could 
not be  the  generating mechanism for these T phases.     Later,  more of these 
events were  found and were  termed abyssal or abyssally  generated J phases; 
scattering of  sound  from the  ocean surface was  proposed as   i possible 
generating mechdiilsm  (Johnson et^ al_.,   1968). 

EQUIPMENT AND METHODS 

Signals  from sofar hydrophones  are  continuously  recorded  (frequency 
modulated)  on magnetic   tape  and on Helicorder paper records by  the Pacific 
Missile  Range at  four stations  in the North Pacific   (Eniwetok,  Wake,  Midway, 
and Oahu).    When an event of interest is noticed on the paper records, 
the tapes are  requested  from each station for the time range covering that 
event. 

The frequency-response  characteristics of the hydrophone systems vary 
from one hydrophone to another.    The hydrophones  themselves are character- 
istically highly attenuated at  low frequencies.     Variations in  the length 
of the  cables from the hydrophones to the  recording stations cause variations 
in the system responses;   the longer the cable,   the greater the attenuation 
of high frequencies.    The response of the hydrophones and cable couple such 
that a system with a long cable has a flatter frequency response  than a 
system with a short cable.     The noise level of amplifiers presently in use 
prevents  analysis of signals  at  frequencies  lower  than  1 hz.     The  lack of 
adequate system-response  curves makes  analysis  of  frequencies  lower  than 5 hz 
highly questionable. 

Frequency-time  analysis  of  the  T-phase signals  is done on a Kay 
6061A Sound Spectrograph with the Kay 6070A Contour Display Unit.     Tn 
normal use,   the  signals  are  played  into  the spectrograph at  160 times  the 
original  record speed  allowing analysis of  frequencies   from 0.5  to 50 hz. 
A single 4- by 12-lnch  record  (sonagram)   is a map  of  frequency versus  time 
with  power  level contoured in six decibel steps.     The  sonagrams  are not 
corrected for the hydrophone system frequency response.    This correction 
is  applied separately  to frequency spectrums   (vertical sections  through 
sonagrams).     Since  frequency  response varies with each hydrophone system, 
sonagrams  of  the same  earthquake  recorded at  different hydrophones will  differ 
by  changes  in  response  as well as by changes  caused by differences  in  the 
paths  to  the T-phase  source. 

An important factor in interpretation of a X'P^ase sonagram is 
knowledge of the source parameters   (epicenter,   focal depth,  magnitude,  and 
bathymetry).     To insure  the best possible knowledge,   only  those T^ phases 
generated by earthquakes   listed  in  the  Coast   and Ceodetic Survey Prelim- 
inary  Epicenter Determination  cards  are  analyzed.    Johnson  (1966)   has published 
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published T-phase source  locations  for the majority of  these earthquakes. 

OUSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION 

In  general,   four  types of T phases  are  observed:     (1)   slope-generated 
T phases  alone,   (2)   abyssal T phases  followed by slope arrivals,   (3) 
abyssally  generated T phases  alone,   ami   (4)   slope-generated T^ phases 
preceded by  low-level   forerunners. 

Slope  T Phases:     Figure  1  Is an example of  a  classical or slope T^ 
phase  generated by  an earthquake  In  the  Rat  Islands  and  recorded at Midway 
Island  (August   31,   1965,  09:46:01 UT,   51.5 N,   175.5 E,  magnitude  3.7, 
depth  33 km).     The distance from the epicenter to the hydrophone is 24 
degrees.     This  T phase  is typical of  the  type  generated by earthquakes 
near a continental or Island slope.     It  is characterized by a sharp onset 
and low  (below 10 hz)  dominant  frequency.    The sharpness of the onset and 
the  distinctness of the peak may be  attributed  to  the steepness  of  the ocean 
bottom at  the T-phase source and to the short distance from the hypocenter 
to the source.     (In this sense,   'T^-phase source*   refers to the region on 
the ocean bottom where the T^ phase is  generated.     In another sense  'T-phase 
source'   refers  to a computed position based on readings of arrival times. 
Which meaning is  implied should be clear from context.)    A steeply sloping 
bottom should produce a sharp X phase as only a short portion of the slope 
will be in a position to reflect sound energy into the sofar channel. 
A gentle slope will have a longer horizontal extent over which sofar rays 
can be produced   (Fig.   2).     For a given geometry one can compute the 
limiting depth on the slope  for rays  to be able  to enter the sound channel. 
This  idea was  discussed by Johnson et.   al.   (1964).     The distance  from  the 
hypocenter  to the T-phase  source  region  is a controlling factor in  the 
sharpness of  the peak of the T_ phase.     A hypocenter located far from a 
T-phase source  region will insonify a large  region with nearly equal 
energy per unit area;   a hypocenter close to a T^P^ase source will insonify 
only a small  region.    The smaller the  region insonlfied,   the sharper 
the  T-phase  peak will be. 

Figure  3  shows the  relative   levels of energy  available  along a 
hypothetical straight coastline  for varying distances from the coastline 
to the earthquake hypocenter.    These  levels were computed from the  formula: 

-3/2 
L - 10 log10   [h(r2 + h2) ] 

where 

L ■  intensity level 
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Ii  ■  deptli  of   focus 
r =  distance  from epicenter   to source 

given by Johnson et^ al.   (1968).    This  formula uses spherical spreading and 
a flat ocean bottom. 

Abyssal  T  Phases:     Figure 4  Is an example of an  abyssal T^ phase 
followed by a  slope T_ phase as  recorded  at  an Oahu hydrophone  from an 
earthquake occurring south of the  Fox Islands   (July 29,  1965,  08:29:21.2 
UT,   50.9 N,   171.4 W,  magnitude 6.3,   depth 27 km).     The distance  from the 
hydrophone  to the epicenter Is  31  degrees.     This £ phase was  studied by 
Johnson et^ aJL.   (1968)  and used as  an example of abyssal  generation.     The 
first  peak  In   the   figure has  a T-phase  soarce  corresponding to  the earth- 
quake epicenter,   the second peak has  a source on the slope of the  Fox 
Islands.     Two  differences between  the  abyssal  and slope T phase  are seen 
In  this  sonagram:     (1)   the  abyssal T phase  Is not  as  strong In  the low 
frequencies  as  the  slope T phase,   and   (2)   the  abyssa    T^ phase  rises  slowly 
from background noise whereas  the  slope  T^ phase  rises sharply.     The  ' ack 
of high  frequencies  in the slope T^ phase  is  most easily explained by 
attenuation of body waves  in the  ground path,  the abyssal T^phase source 
being closer  to  the  hypocenter  than  the  slope  T-phase source. 

Figure 5 is the sonagram of a T_ phase off the coast of Oregon as 
recorded at Midway at a distance of 44 degrees from the epicenter  (August 
31,   1965,   11:26:23 UT, 41.3 N,   126.0 W,  magnitude 4.3,  depth 33 km).     In 
this   region  the  charted water depth,   greater than 2500 meters,   is many 
times deeper than the sofar channel axis  depth  (about  500 meters),   thus 
abyssal generation would be expected  to predominate.     T-phase sources in 
this  region  correspond to the  respective earthquake epicenters,  not to 
particular seamounts or radiators  (Duennebier,   1968).     The similarities 
between Figure 5 and Figure 1 are striking;  both T phases have sharp 
onsets  and maximum strength  in  low  frequencies.     Since  depth of water 
prohibits efficient slope  generation  in  a  region such as  this,   any model 
for abyssal   generation should provide  for  the  appearance  of events  of the 
type  shown  in  Figure  5.    X phases  from the  Pacific-Antarctic Rise  are 
similar In shape  and spectrum to those  generated off the coast  of Oregon. 
Water depth along the Pacific-Antarctic  rise  is  also several  times  the 
sofar channel  depth. 

Figure 6  Is  the sonagram of a slope T_ phase preceded by a forerunner 
(Fox Islands,   July  2,   1965,  20:58:40.3 UT,   53.1 N,   167.6 W,  magnitude 
6.7,  depth 60 km)   recorded at  Oahu.     The  distance  from the epicenter  Lo 
Che hydrophone  is  about  33 degrees.     Comparison with  Figure 4  shows  definite 
similarities;   the  forerunner in Figure 6 is weak in lo1*-frequency energy 
and has a long onset much like  the abyssal T phase in Figure 4.    Both 
figures show th^re was a drop in intensity just before the slope T^P^ase 
arrival.    Similar features are  found on sonagrams of slope T phases  preceded 
by  forerunners   in   regions north  of  the  Volcano  Islands on  the western  rim 
of the  Pacific  and north of Washington state on  the eastern  rim. 
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FIG. 1.   Sonagram of a slope-generated T phase. Note the sharp onset and low peak 
frequency. 
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FIG. 5.    Sonagram of a T phase generated off the coast of Oregon. 
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Forerunners  from the  Mariana region are more  confused and do not 
appear to lack energy  In the  low frequencies.     Figure  7  Is a sonagram 
showing the arrivals of  the  P^,   S^,   and T^ phases  from an earthquake  In the 
Mariana Islands   (February  10,   1966,  14:21:18.5 UT,  20.8 N,   146.3 E, 
magnitude 6.2,   depth 43 km)   as  recorded at Enlwetok Atoll at  a distance  of 
18  degrees   from the epicenter.     Note  that  the  T^ phase  does not have a 
definite onset  and that energy   was  continuously  received at  the hydrophone 
after  the  arrival of  the  P^ wave.     The part  of  the [T  phase  radiated 
closest  to the epicenter arrived at  about   1445 UT,   although  almost  equally 
strong  signals were   received  5 minutes earlier.     Figure  8 is a map of  the 
Mariana area showing arrival  times of T-phase signals  at Enlwetok referred 
to  the origin time  of  the  earthquake of Figure   7.     The strong T-phase 
arrival near 1445 is at the correct time for the T^ phase from the epicenter 
(24 minutes),   and  the P^ wave  arrival is at  the correct  time  for the P^ wave 
travel  from the epicenter  (4 minutes).     The early T phase arrlva.1J appear 
to have been radiated  from the several  groups  of  seamounts as shown in 
Figure  8.    The shallowest  of  these seamounts  are  generally  twice as  deep 
as  the  sofar channel  axis,   thus  they should not  be  efficient slope  radiators. 
From the  long duration  of  this T phase,  a deep earthquake  focus would be 
expected  (Fig.   3),   however the  Coast  and Geodetic  Survey  reported a depth 
of  only 43 km. 

Deep Hydrophones:     In  an effort to find out how much X phase energy 
travels  in paths which are not restricted to the sofar channel, hydrophones 
mounted on the deep-ocean bottom were monitored.     Two observations were 
made from this study.     Signals received at deep hydrophones are generally 
much weaker  (nearly  35  db  lower)   than sofar  channel  arrivals.     The 
dominant frequency of deep hydrophone arrivals  is lower than those of sofar 
channel arrivals;  higher frequencies  (greater than 20 hz)  are lost in 
ocean background-noise.     If energy in abyssally generated X phases  travel 
in paths which are not  confined  to the sofar channel   (RSR and surface-bottom 
reflected paths),   a relative  Increase in strength of abyssal T phas.es when 
compared to slope-generated T^ phases would be expected when observed on 
deep hydrophones.     No  relative  increase has been  observed;   thus  it  can be 
concluded that slope and  abyssal T phases  travel  in nearly the same paths. 

Frequency  Spectrum:     Up  to  this  point no corrections have been applied 
to  the  observed spectrums.     In  an effort  to  isolate   the spectral character- 
istics of the  abyssal  and slope mechanisms,   corrections  to  the observed 
signal were  applied  for   the  initial spectrum near  the earthquake  focus, 
ground-path attenuation,   and  frequency  response  of  the hydrophone system. 

The near-source  spectrum  for earthquake waves   is  poorly known.     Most 
seismic studies are  concerned with lower  frequencies  than are observed 
in T phases and measurements  are most  often  made  far  from the earthquake 
epicenter.     To approximate  the near-source  spectrum,   a sonagram of body-wave 
arrivals  from a  local   (Oahu)   earthquake was  studied.     Since the water 
path  to the botti n-mounted hydrophone was  zero,   and  the ground path was 
less  than 20 km  (the jP  and  S^ waves  arrived nearly  simultaneously),   the 
spectrum was taken as a standard for near-source seismic waves  (Fig.   9). 
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Since a vertical section through the sonagram of Figure 9 already Included 
the effects of the hydrophone system,   the hydrophone correction was also 
Included;   applications  to other hydrophones need  only  Include  relative 
differences between hydrophone systems. 

Attenuation of seismic  body waves  In  the earth  Is measured by a 
parameter Q,   the  reciprocal  of  the attenuation  per wavelength.     Sutton 
et   al.   (1967)   found values  of Q between 200 and  1000 across the continental 
United  States where 

Q -  2Tif/(2.3Ub) 

where 

f ■  frequency  (hertz) 
U ■ group velocity  (km/sec) 
b ■ attenuation  (db/km) 

If Q In the regions studied is assumed to be within the limits 
200 - 1000,  an attenuation of from 2 db/1000 km (Q -  1000)   to 11 db/1000 km 
(Q ■ 200)  are expected from absorption at a frequency of 40 hz  (U ■ 6.5 
km/sec).     If spreading of body waves is approximated as spherical, an 
additional loss given by L  (db)  * 20 log Dj/D,   is suffered in the ground 
path,  where L is  the level  difference between distances   D    and ü~  from 
the hypocenter.     The effect of  attenuation caused by absorption of seismic 
waves  in the ground path is  reflected in greater signal  loss at high 
frequencies  as distance  from the hypocenter increases.     On T-phase sonagrams, 
the    part  of the  T_ phase with  the  highest  level  at high  frequencies should 
be that part of the £ phase which was  generated closest  to the hypocenter. 
Loss of energy  in the  ground path caused by spreading of seismic waves is 
not frequency dependent,   and  thus  causes lower levels as distance from 
the hypocenter increases without  changing the  frequency spectrum.    However, 
since  the  relative efficiencies of T-P^ase radiation are variable for 
different points on the ocean  floor,   the effects of absorption and spreading 
in the  ground path may be considerably masked. 

Attentuation of T phases  does not appear to be the same as that of 
explosives detonated in the sofar channel.    T phases corrected for 
attenuation  from the source  to  the  hydrophone  using the   attenuation 
coefficient  at  10 hz for sofar bombs of 1.6 db/1000 km (Urick,  1963)  gain 
in strength as the distance from the source to the hydrophone increases, 
thus T-phase attenuation is less than 1.6 db/1000 km.     In this paper no 
correction has been made  for attenuation of T phases  in the ocean. 
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FIG. 9.    Sonagram of body waves from a local earthquake recorded on Oahu. 
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Figure  10 and  11  show various  spectrums  corrected  for seismic wave 
spectrum,   ground-path  attenuation,   and hydrophone  response.    The earthquake 
dnta  for each of  the  spectrums  is given  in Table  1.     Figure  10  is a 
comparison oetween  the  corrected spectrums of  abyssal  and slope-generated 
T phases  from the  Aleutian  region.     The  levels  are  adjusted  to be equal   at 
5  hz.     The spectrums  show  that   the  transfer  functions of  the  two  generating 
mechanisms differ  greatly;   the  slope mechanism  favors   low  frequencies  and 
the abyssal mechanisru favors high  frequencies.     Figure  11a shows pairs  of 
spectrums from earthquakes which  generated both  abyssal and slope T_ phases. 
A ground-path-spreading correction has been  added  along with the other 
corrections  so  that   the  spectrums  may be  compared  in  relative  intensity 
level  as well  as  in shape.     In some situations   it  appears  that the abyssal 
mechanism is more efficient   than the slope  mechanism in  the high  frequencies. 
Figure  lib shows corrected spectrums of T phases  generated in  regions other 
than  the Aleutian   region.     As Sien,   these  spectrums   are  more  confused 
than  the  spectrums   from the  Aleutians,   and   the   generating mechanism  is 
not  so easily  recognized. 

MECHANISM  FOR ABYSSAL   GENERATION 

Any mechanism proposed for abyssal generation should conform with 
the features of observed abyssal T phases. These features include (1) 
less efficiency than the slope generation mechanism at low frequencies 
(less  than 20 hz)  and  approximately equal efficiency  at  higher  frequencies, 

1(2)   propagation  in   the  sofar  channel,   (3)   a suggestion  of time symmetry  in 
ehe  signature of  the  arrivals,   and  (4)  occurrence  in   regions where water 
depth   is  great   in   comparison   to  the  sofar channel   depth. 

The  theory    of     slope  generation of T^ pnases   is easily handled by 
ray-path studies.     A  ray   refracted into the ocean  at  a sloping bottom will 
be  projected  into a near-horizontal path after several  reflections  at   the 
ocean surface  and bottom.     As  the  generating  slope  becomes  less  steep, 
more   reflections  .ire   required before a horizontal  path   is  achieved.     If 
the  ray  reaches  a horizontal path within  the  vertical  limits of  the 
sofar  channel,   it   becomes   a  sofar channel   ray.     Abyssally  generated T^ 
phases  are  generated   in   regions where  the  depth  of water is greater than 
the  sofar channel  depth  and where  the  ocean bottom  is   relatively flat. 
Ray  theory does not  account  for the  observation  of  T phases  generated 
in  these   regions. 

Johnson et_ a_l.   (1968)   suggested scattering of  the  sound energy by 
the ocean surface  as  a mechanism which  might   account  for  the spectrum and 
shape  of  abyssally  generated T phases.     Such   a scattering mechanism  could 
account  for the  lack of  energy  at  low  frequencies  and  the generally 
symmetric shape  of   the  signatures. 

Theory ot   scattering   from the ocean  surface  has  been  treated by 
many   authors;   usually,   however,   the  treatment   is   limited by  the  approximation 
that   the wavelength  of   the  ocean-surface wave   is   much  longer  than  that   of 
the  sound waves.     For T-phase   frequencies,   the  wavelengths  of ocean-surface 
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Fig. 10. A comparison of spectrums of slope-generated 
(a) and abyssal (b) T phases from the Aleutian 
region.  The ntoiibers correspond to the event 
numbers listed in Table 1.  The dotted line 
represents the average for each set of curves. 
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Fig. 11.  (a) A comparison of the relative strengths 
of abyssal and slope T phases.  The two events 
shown represent the observed extremes in the 
differences in efficiency of the two generating 
mechanisms.  The numbers correspond to the 
event numbers listed in Table 1.  (b) Spectrums 
of abyssal T phases from non-Aleutian regions. 
The average curve (dotted line) is similar to 
the average curve shown in Figure 10 (b). The 
numbers correspond to the event numbers listed 
in Table 1. 
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waves  are equal  to or  less  than   the  sound wavelengths. 

Rayleigh   (1945)   treated  the  rase of  an  acoustic wave   from a pressure 
release surtacr.     He   found   that   a normallv   incident   acoustic wave will  be 
reflected without  scattering   if   the wavelength of  the  corrugated surface 
Is  less  than that  of  the  sound wave.     For short  sound-wavelengths   (compared 
to  that   of  the  corrugation),   the  amplitude of scattered spectral  orders 
is  found by  inversion of an   infinite matrix;   the  number of  real scattered 
spectrums   is  determined by   the  ratio of   the   two wavelengths.     The amplitude 
of  the  last   (most  highly scattered)   order   Is  smallest,   the  succeeding 
amplitude  coefficient  bHng  imaginary. 

A  solution  to  the wave-scattering problem for statistical surfaces 
developed  by  Marsh   (1961)   was  used  to solve   the  problem of  signal  loss 
from scattering at   the ocean  surface   (Marsh £l al_. ,   1961).     The   abyssal 
T-phaae  problem  is  Just   the  complement,   i.e.,   finding  the  amount  of 
signal scattered   into paths where  the  sound  can  be   received by  a  sofar 
channel   hydrophone.     From Marsh,   the  signal-loss per  ocean-surface  bounce 
is  computed by  the   formula: 

(db/bounce) = -10 log (1 - 0.023 (fh)3/'2) 

where   f  is  the   frequency  in  kilohertz,   and h   is   the   rms wave  height   in 
feet.     For a  very   rough si.rface   (h =   10)   at  a  frequency of 0.01  khz,   the 
loss  per bounce  is  0.0035  db.      If  a non-divergent   beam of 0  db   level were 
normally   incident   at   the  ocean  surface,   then  the  specular  reflection   level 
would be  -0.9965  db  and  the  upper bound on   the scattered  radiation   level 
would be  -31  db. 

E.   =   incident   energy 

E    =   reflected energy 

E    =  scattered energy 

10  log E    = 0 

Ei  =   * 

10   log E    =  -0.0035 

E    = 0.9992 r 

E.   =  E    1- E i r        s 
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therefore 

E - 0.0008 
s 

10 log E - -31 

The scattered radiation will spread lu all directions; only a small portion 
of this energy, If any, will reach sofar channel paths.  In high latitude 
regions, such as the Aleutian Islands region, the sofar channel axis is 
near the surface.  Highly scattered energy travelling In refracted-surface- 
reflected (RSR) paths may enter sofar channel paths as It travels south 
and the sofar channel axis deepens.   However, for sources in lower latitudes, 
where the sofar channel is not hounded by the ocean surface, surface- 
scattered rays do not enter sofar channel paths.  Energy travelling in 
RSR paths is detected by sofar channel hydrophones, however to propagate 
in an RSR path, energy normally Incident on the ocean surface at the 
T-phase source would have to be scattered at angles high enougli so that 
contact with the ocean bottom would be prevented by refraction.  Observation 
of deep hydrophones shows that little energy is travelling in paths which 
reach the ocean bottom.  It seems doubtful from current scattering theory 
that ocean-surface scattering of sound could be the mechanism for abyssal 
generation. 

Johnson et^ aj^. (1968) were able to generate synthetic intensity 
signatures similar to observed abyssal T-phase signatures using a model 
which transforms a constant fraction of the seismic energy arriving per 
unit area at the ocean bottom into abyssal T-phase energy.  Such a model 
suggests a scattering mechanism for abyssal generation.  However, while 
the model may predict Intensity signatures, it does not predict anything 
about the frequency spectrums. 

Another scattering mechanism mentioned by Johnson et^ a_l. (1968) is 
scattering by volume Inhomogeneities in the ocean.  Large variations in 
temperature or salinity over a small volume of ocean would change the 
refractive Index of the water and thus act as a possible scattering device. 
Urick (1963) postulated that scattering by volume inhomogeneities accounts 
for high attenuation coefficients for signals from 10 to 1000 hz in the 
ocean sofar channel.  According to his work, attenuation of signals near 
20 hz is about 2 db per 1000 km.  Scattering by similar Inhomogeneities 
over a 4-km path from the ocean bottom to the surface would be negligible. 
Scattering angles high enough to scatter vertically travelling sound into 
near-horizontal paths would require extremely large temperature or salinity 
gradients.  Thus, as  Johnson et^ al_. (1968) concluded, scattering from 
volume inhomogeneities would not seem to account for abyssal generation. 

Johnson £t^ aj_. (1968) felt that a mechanism involving the coupling 
of seismic surface waves with the ocean sofar channel would not cause the 
long onset observed in abyssal T phases, nor would it favor higher frequencies. 
Biot (1951) theorized that Stoneley waves (boundary wavos coupled between 
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the ocean water and the bottom sediments) may couple efficiently with the 
sofar channel at frequencies where the velocity of the Stoneley wave is 
close to the velocity of sound in water.  For the first Stoneley-wave 
mode, the phase and group velocities are about 0.95 the velocity of sound 
in the ocean at T[-phase frequencies.  The amplitude potential decreases 
exponentially from the bottom to the surface in the first mode.  For all 
higher modes, the phase and group velocities are almost equal to the velocity 
of sound in water, the velocity increasing with decreasing frequency, 
possibly causing less efficient coupling in lower frequencies.  Davies 
(1965) observea Stoneley waves which had been produced by an explosion on 
the ocean bottom and recorded by an ocean-bottom seismograph.  The 
frequencies of the observed arrivals were between 3 and 10 hz. 

The main objection to a mechanism involving Stoneley waves is that 
the source of energy Is not close to the ocean-bottom interface.  For 
maximum efficiency in boundary-wave generation, the seismic source should 
be close to the interface where the displacement is maximum.  Abyssal 
T-phase sources may be tens of kilometers from the earthquake hypocenter. 
A possible answer may be that body waves arriving at the ocean-bottom 
interface may cause secondary sources for Stoneley wave generation.  This 
could explain the synmetric shape of abyssal T^ phases generated on flat 
ocean floors. 

Another clue to the mechanism of abyssal generation may be the 
apparent dispersion noticed on T-phase records.  There appears to be a 
continuous gain in efficiency at lower frequencies as shallower water 
is approached.  As indicated by the Mariana event, bottom roughness also 
appears to be a factor in efficiency of abyssal generation. 

A comparison of the amount of energy available at the T-phase source 
with the amount of energy in the T phase would give the absolute etiiciency 
of the generating mechanisms.  Unfortunately, a comparison of this sort 
is not feasible at this time due to the lack of knowledge of the energy 
in the body waves and to the variability of characteristics of T-phase 
sources.  It is well known that large amounts of energy from earthquakes 
do enter the ocean; Northrop and Ruitt (1963) have recorded seismic wave 
levels greater than 100 dynes per sq. cm, from earthquakes recorded at 
sea.  Many ships have reported seven shaking a-> if they had run aground, 
.ind somctimos damage 1rom vibrations has later been correlated with known 
earthquakes (tiirch, 1966).  In several instances the epicenter was hundreds 
ol kilometers from the ship location.  Such high intensities may cause 
effects In the water column, as yet unknown, which are responsible for the 
generation of abyssal T phases. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the observations reported in earlier papers and in this paper, 
several conclusions can be leached concerning the properties of T phases. 

■13- 
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1. The most noticeable variations  In the T^-phase  Intensity signature 
and spectrum are  caused by   the bathymetry of  the  T-phase source 
region  and by  the  position of  the hypocenter with  respect  to  the 
ocean bottom. 

2. The shape  and spectrum are not  appreciably modified by  changes  in 
range   from the  hydrophone  to  the  T-phase  source or by  changes  in 
the earthquake magnitude,   although  changes   in magnitude  do cause 
changes   In  the  T-phase  strength. 

Very large magnitude earthquakes   (magnitude  7 or more)  generate T phases 
which  are noticeably  different  In shape  and duration  from  the T^ phases 
generated by smaller earthquakes.     These changes  appear to be an effect of 
an extended earthquake  source  region   (Johnson  and Norris,   1968). 

Two mechanisms  appear to be  important  in T-phase  generation,  slope 
generation  and abyssal  generation.     Slope  generation has been explained 
previously,   and is observed  to be  the most efficient mechanism for ^T-phase 
generation.     Abyssal  generation has not been  fully explained and is 
defined only by  the observation of T phases  in  regions of  flat ocean-bottom 
in deep water where slope  generation  cannot  occur.     The mechanism for abyssal 
generation  is  still  in  doubt,   although  a possibility  is  the coupling of 
Stoneley waves with  the sofar channel. 

The  frequency characteristics of the two types of T phases  are 
usually different enough  that  they  can be  told apart.     Abyssally generated 
T phases  from the  Aleutian  region have less  strength  in  the  low frequencies 
than do slope T phases.     In  regions where  the  bottom topography  is more 
rugged,   the difference  between  the  two  types  is  less obvious. 

SUGGESTIONS   FOR  FURTHER  STUDY 

Close observation  of   Figures  1,  A,   and  6 shows  that  in slope-generated 
JT phases  there  is  a  tendency  for high  frequencies  to arrive earlier than 
low  frequencies.       Johnson,   1963 proposed  that  such  dispersion  is  caused 
by normal  mode propagation effects  at  the  generating slope.     He  studied a 
T_ phase  similar  to  that  shown  in  Figure 6,   also   from an earthquake  in  the 
Fox  Islands,   the only  difference being that  the  epicenter  (52.4 N,   168.5 W) 
was  in  deeper water  than  that  in  Figure  6.     With  new  observations of  abyssal 
T^ phases,   it  appears  that   there may be some  connection between  abyssal 
generation  and observed  apparent dispersion  in slope-generated T^ phases. 
There  is  some  indication  that efficiency of  T-phase generation  at  low fre- 
quencies   increases as water depth decreases. 

As  an  experiment   to study  the  abyssal  mechanism,   a  large explosion 
could be  detonated on  the  deep-ocean  floor.     The  signal intensities 
received at  various  depths  and distances  should show the paths  followed 
by  the  sound energy  and  give  an estimate of the efficiency of  the 
abyssal  mechanism. 
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Knowledge of  the mechanisms  of Tj-pahse  generation would be  enhanced 
if accurate data were available  at  frequencies  lower than 5 hz.     It would 
be advantageous  to have a low-noise hydrophone-amplifier system with  a 
flat  (or at least well—known)  response from 0.1 to 100 hz. 

Further frequency  analyses of T phases  and knowledge of the bathymetry 
at  their epicenters  coupled with  an intensive  source  location program should 
be able to Isolate  the effects of bottom roughness and water depth on abyssal 
generation.     More  data  are needed before  the  rarer phenomena associated with 
T phases   (such  as  rapid frequency and intensity shifts)  can be explained. 

Once  the  frequency  characteristics  and efficiencies of generation of 
the T-phase    are     determined,   the phase  should be useful  in determination 
of  the near-source  spectrum and energy  of  earthquake body waves.     Computed 
sources  of  abyssally  generated ^"Phases  are  currently valuable  in seismicity 
studies  since  the  sources  correspond in position to the earthquake  epi- 
centers.     A study  of  abyssal [T phases  from mid-ocean  rises would help  to 
increase  knowledge  of  the seismicity of  these  regions. 
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the report. 

2a.   REPORT SECUfSTY CLASSIFICATION:    Enter the over- 
all aerurlty claaalflcatlon of the report.   Indicate whether 
"Realrlcted Data" la Included   Marking la to be In accord- 
ance with appropriate aecurlty regulallont. 

2b.   GROUP:   Automatic downgrading la apeclfled In DoD Di- 
rective 5200.10 and Armed Forcei Induatrlal Manual.   Enter 
the group number.    Alao, when applicable, ahow thet optional 
mark Inga have been uacd for Group 3 and Group 4 ns author- 
Ited. 

3. REPORT TITLE:   Enter the complete report tltl« In all 
capital lettera.   Titlea In all caaea ahould be unclaaalfled. 
If a meaningful till* cannot be «elected without claaalflca- 
tlon, ahow title claaalflcatlon In all capltala In parentheala 
Immediately following the title. 

4. DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:   If approprlete, enter the type of 
report, e.g.. Interim, progreta, aummary, annual, or final. 
Give the Inclualvo datea when a apeclflc reporting period la 
covered." 

5. AUTHOR(S):    Enter the named) of au(hoKa) aa ahown on 
or In the report.    Enlei laal name, flrat name, middle Initial. 
If military, ahow rank and branch of service.   The name of 
the principal author i« an ahaolule minimum requirement, 

6. REPORT DATE:    Enter the date of the report aa day, 
month, year; or month, year.   If more than one date appeara 
on the report, uae date of publication. 

7a.   TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES;   The total page count 
«hould follow normal pagination procedurea, i.e., enter the 
number of pagea containing Information. 

7b.   NUMBER OF REFERENCES:   Enter the total number of 
referentra cited in the report. 

Sa.   CONTRACT OR GRANT NUMBER:   If appropriate, enter 
the applicable number of the contract or grant under which 
the report waa written 

8b, Be, 8t 8d PROJECT NUMBER: Enter the appropriate 
military department identification, auch an project number, 
aubproject number, ayatem numbera, task number, etc. 

9a.   ORIGINATOR'S REPORT NUMBER(S):    Enter the • fn- 
clal report number by which the dorumenl will be IdenUheH 
and controlled by the originating activity.    Thla number must 
be unique to thla report. 

9b. OTHER REPORT NUMBER(S): If the report haa been 
aaalgned any other report number« (eiihrr by Ihe originator 
or bv ihe apontor), alao enter thl« number(a). 

10.    AVAILABILITY/LIMITATION NOTICES;    Enter any lim- 
itations on further dl««emlnation of the report, other than those 

imposed by aecurlty ctasslfli-atlon, using standard stalementa 
«uch aa: 

(1) "Qualified requesters may obtHin copies of this 
report from DDC" 

(2) "Foreign announcement and dissemination of this 
report by DDC Is not aulhorlztd." 

(3) "U. S. Government agencies may obtain coplea of 
thla report directly from DPC.   Other qualified DDC 
user« «hall requeat through 

(4)    "U. S. military agenclea may obtain cople« of thl« 
report directly from DDC   Other qualified uaera 
«hall requeat through 

(S)    "All dl«trlbutlon of thl« report I« controlled   Qual- 
ified DDC uaera ahall request through 

If tha report has been furnished to the Office of Technical 
Servtcea, Department of Commerce, for aale to the public. Indi- 
cate thla fact and enter the price. If known. 

11, SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES: Use for additional explana- 
tory note;. 

12. SPONSORING MILITARY ACTIVITY: Enter the name of 
the departmental project office or laboratory sponsoring (pay 
Ing for) the reaearch and development,   Include addreaa. 

13 ABSTRACT:   Enter an abalract giving a brief and factual 
summary of the document Indicative of the report, even though 
It may alao appear elsewhere In the body of the technical re- 
port.   If additional apace la required, a continuation aheat «hall 
be attached. 

It I« highly desirable that Ihe abalract of classified reports 
be unclassified    Each paragraph of the abalract shall end with 
an indication of the military security clasalfication of the in- 
formation In the paragraph, represented as (TS). (S>, (C), or (V) 

There Is no limitation on Ihe length of the abstract.   How- 
evrr, the suggested length Is from ISO lo 225 words. 

14 KEY WORDS:   Key words are technically meaningful terms 
or short phrases that characterize a report and may be used aa 
Indes entrlea for cataloging the report.   Key worda must be 
«elected so that no security classification Is requited.    Identi- 
fiers, such as equipment model designation, trade name, military 
projerl code name, geographic location, may be used as key 
words but will be followed by an Indication of technical con- 
iFit.   The assignment of links, roles, and weights is optional, 
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